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Archive of Flavius Taurinos, son of Plousammon

Place
Date

Language
Material

Number of texts
Type

Collections
Find/Acquisition

Hermupolite nome
AD 426 - 513
Greek
papyrus
56 certain + 15 uncertain (+ 4 related)
family archive with contracts of lease and loan, receipts for payment of rent, tax receipts, [literary fragments]
Berlin, Staatliche Museen
[find/acquisition]
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Description The whole archive of Taurinos is in the Berlin museum. Most papyri were kept in Berlin in
two boxes with note "El Ashmounejn 28.I.05", referring to some 40 documents found in the
same rubbish dump the day before, during Otto Rubensohn's third archaeological campaign
in January 1905 in El-Ashmunein. They were published by Maehler in BGU XII1. Their
inventory numbers range between 21734 and 21998. XVII 2675-2676, 2679-2681, 26832

were found during one of the four archaeological excavations in El-Ashmunein, but there are
no exact data available. Exact information about the origin of P.Coll.Youtie II 89-90, SB IV
7369 and SB V 7519 is lacking, but the type of texts and the names occurring in them,
proves them to be part of the archive. Moreover, their inventory numbers are connected to
those of XVII 2675-2676, 2680-2681. XII 2150, purchased on the antiquities market, is
linked with the archive by its inventory number and by the title and name of Johannes. It is
rather doubtful if XII 2171 and XVII 2677, acquired by purchase, belong to the archive, for
they are of a type not found elsewhere in the archive3.

1. The archive of Taurinos and descendants

a) Taurinos and his family

The archive was kept by a family of landowning officials over four generations (Taurinos I -
Johannes I - Taurinos II - Johannes II). They belong to the bourgeoisie of the Hermupolite
nome. The documents range from AD 426 till 513, a period in which papyrological
documentation is rather scarce. Although the archive could be called after Johannes II, the
final archive keeper, we have maintained the by now familiar name "Taurinos archive".

The documents concerning Flavius Taurinos I, son of Plousammon, range from AD 426 till
446. In the Hermopolitan tax codex P.Sorb. II 69 114 B1, he pays taxes in the name of his
son Johannes. His other son, Phoibammon, is registered in B16. Taurinos appears early in
his career as soldier of the numerus of the Mauri in Lykopolis (XII 2137). In 430, he is
promoted to biarch (XII 2138; 2139; 2140) and in AD 446 to centenarius (XII 2141) of the
garrison of the Mauri in Hermupolis. Later, he is primicerius (XII 2167). Taurinos died
between 452/3 and 457.
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garrison of the Mauri in Hermupolis. Later, he is primicerius (XII 2167). Taurinos died
between 452/3 and 457.

The documents of Taurinos' son Johannes I cover the period AD 457 till 493/4. Between AD
457 and 464, he was ajnaferovmeno" eij" th;n kata; Qhbaivda [stratiwtikh;n tavxi]n (XII
2146; 2147). According to Maehler, this means that he was originally a soldier, but instead
of entering military service, he was put in in the army administration of the Thebaid4. At
least from AD 472 till 481, he is scriniarius of the same office (XII 2150; 2151; 2155; XVII
2675). Between AD 481 and 485, Johannes was promoted to primicerius of the Mauri
(P.Coll.Youtie II 89).

Taurinos II (491-512) followed in his father's footsteps. Before AD 491, he was
commentariensis (XII 2162) and in AD 494 he is mentioned as scriniarius (XII 2164). In
AD 497, he does no longer bear a military or civil rank (XII 2168). Between the summer of
510 (XII 2182) and that of 512 (SB IV 7369), Taurinos II was priest of the church of
Hermupolis. He died in 513.

Johannes II, son of Taurinos II, seems to have started his career in the civil administration,
since he is called eujdokimwvtato" (P.Coll.Youtie II 90, 4)5. There is no further information
about him.

b) Types of documents

(1) The bulk of the archive consists of incoming documents, mostly applications or contracts
of lease addressed to one of the members of the family, supplied by a few contracts of loan.
The length of the leases varies from 1 to 10 years. Witnesses and writers of the contracts
were civilian residents of  Hermupolis, including a deacon (XII 2151), a priest (XII 2152)
and two grammatici (XII 2152).

Taurinos appears as lessor and owner of small properties in the Hermopolite countryside. A
single contract of loan shows him as a small scale moneylender (cf. XII 2140). Proceeds
from the rentals and the loan seem to have added Taurinos' military salary6. Johannes I
presumably inherited a large share of his father's property and added to what he had
received. All together, he owned at least 35-40 ar. of land in small, scattered plots near
Hermupolis. He also put on lease some land that he did not own, but held in mortgage (XII
2150). Even before his father's death, Taurinos II began managing the family property,
including a large farm of 31 ar. in the east part of Hermupolis. One vineyard first evidenced
in 430 (XII 2175), remained in the hands of the family. We note a reversal of Taurinos'
father's preference for rent in cash and an increased luxury. The irrigating machines in
P.Coll.Youtie II 90 point to heavy investments.

The family's money was tied up in loans through which they established control over small
parcels of grain land, vineyards, houses and farms7. Maehler thinks the archive shows small
farmers of the early 5th century becoming latifundia owners at the beginning of the 6th8 .
We agree with Keenan9, however, that their properties, scattered over the Hermupolite nome
(Ptemenkyrkis Poimenon, Thynis, Hermupolis metropolis, Terton Kana, Leukopyrgos),
were still not very extensive. Banaji puts the family in the affluent urban-based agrarian
middle class who made extensive use of gold in the new monetary economy of the 5th
century10.
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(2) Besides lease contracts, there are a few receipts in the name of Taurinos I, Johannes I
and Taurinos II and his nieces. XII 2183-2184 are two receipts written in the same hand for
payment of rent from Taurinos II to Taurinos, a farmer. These outgoing documents are
probably copies kept in Taurinos' archive. XII 2154 is a private note by an unnamed creditor
about 50 gold solidi. XII 2177, a fragmentary account of wine, was found among the papers
of Taurinos, but any other link with the archive is missing.

(3) During the same (third) excavation, some fragments of literary texts were found11. For
27.I.05, the excavation diary notes, besides the 40 documentary texts of the archive, a
parchment sheet with a fragment of Euripides dating to late 2nd or early 3rd century (LDAB
0912). According to Maehler, this valuable isolated sheet was perhaps kept in the family for
several generations. On 25.I.05, Rubensohn's diary notes the discovery of a small library
containing numerous fragments of a large codex of Aristophanes (LDAB 0378; late 5th or
early 6th century), fragments of a codex of Euripides (LDAB 0983-85; 0996-98) and
Sophocles (LDAB 3949), a large group of Homeric fragments (still unpublished) and
fragments of Apollonios of Rhodos (LDAB 0292), Theokritos (LDAB 4006) and Isokrates
(LDAB 2536) were found. Although found during the same campaign, these fragments can
not be proven to originate from the family's private library.

2. The subarchives of Sarapodoros & Eucharistia and of Kyra

In the archive of Taurinos were incorporated papers of Sarapodoros and his sister
Eucharistia, children of Hermogenes, and of Aurelia Kyra, daughter of Abraamios. These
papers were found together with Taurinos' documents in the same spot on the same day.
Their connection to Taurinos' family is confirmed by the content of the texts.

a) Sarapodoros and Eucharistia

Sarapodoros was a magistrianus (XII 2145Ro; 2165, 8; 2166, 8; 2167, 11 and 2169, 10),
one of the agentes in rebus12, as shown by P.Sorb. II 69 102 E1 and 111 B1. Theodoros,
who appears in SB VIII 9763, may be his grandfather. Sarapodoros' sister Eucharistia, who
calls herself eujgenestavth, is engaged in a lawsuit against Theodoros. He may have been a
relatives, possibly even a brother (XII 2173). Sarapodoros dies between AD 485 and AD
498. He is also known from a series of contracts of sale addressed to "Flavius"
Sarapodoros13 (Stud.Pal. XX 121-122; CPR VI 6 and CPR IX 40; ca. AD 439) in the Vienna
collection.

The documents concerning Sarapodoros and Eucharistia fall into 2 groups:
(1) Ca. AD 442/3 - 452/3: a codex of tax receipts and extracts of tax registers recording
taxes paid by Taurinos I and Eucharistia in the name of Sarapodoros. This codex illustrates
that Taurinos and his descendants acquired (part of) the estate of Sarapodoros and
Eucharistia.

XII 2165-2168 are written on both sides of a large codex sheet (30 x 38,5 cm), made of two
- originally independant - sheets pasted together14. All four texts contain references to
payment of taxes: payment in name of Sarapodoros by Eucharistia and Phoibammon,
himself  replaced by Taurinos I (XII 2165); payment in name of Sarapodoros by Eucharistia
(XII 2166); payment by Taurinos I in his own name and by Taurinos I in name of
Sarapodoros (XII 2167). XII 2165 and 2168 were written down already before they were
tied up into a codex. XII 2166-2167 however, have been used only after the fabrication of
the codex. They are not original receipts, but copies, as indicated by the column number at
the top. These point to extracts from an official tax register of the logisterion of Hermupolis,
kept for private use15. In XII 2168 (AD 497/8), Johannes, son of Phoibammon, confirms that
Taurinos II has paid taxes for the preceding years for his part of a plot of land. This land
once belonged to Phoibammon before it was sold to an ancestor of Taurinos II, who
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Sarapodoros (XII 2167). XII 2165 and 2168 were written down already before they were
tied up into a codex. XII 2166-2167 however, have been used only after the fabrication of
the codex. They are not original receipts, but copies, as indicated by the column number at
the top. These point to extracts from an official tax register of the logisterion of Hermupolis,
kept for private use15. In XII 2168 (AD 497/8), Johannes, son of Phoibammon, confirms that
Taurinos II has paid taxes for the preceding years for his part of a plot of land. This land
once belonged to Phoibammon before it was sold to an ancestor of Taurinos II, who
eventually became owner of half of land by inheritance. Johannes confirms the tax payment
because he or his father are still registered as taxpayers, although the land is no longer in
their possession. Because tax registers were not always up to date, the former owner was
still signed up years after his death. In reality, the new landowner paid him back, and
received a short receipt (cf. XII 2163; 2168). We know that in AD 510 Taurinos II became
owner of a piece of land (XII 2182), formerly in possession of Sarapodoros and Eucharistia
(XII 2157). Presumably, Taurinos I acquired land from Sarapodoros for which he continued
to pay taxes in the name of Sarapodoros. His son Johannes and Taurinos II continued this
policy. Taurinos II collected the evidence of the tax payments of his grandfather in a codex,
to prove his ownership against former owners and their heirs. Probably, XII 2165-2168
concern four plots of land now belonging to Taurinos II, but in the tax registers listed under
someone else's name.
Some other receipts and extracts from a tax register (XII 2145, 2169-2170, XVII 2678,
2679 and 2681) seem to originate from (the same ?) codex, since they are of a matching
seize and also bear a column number. Furthermore, the verso of XII 2145 (= SB XXII
15314), recording payment for the 11th and 12th indiction, has been used before the recto (=
SB XXII 15315; payment for the 13th indiction). This also points to a codex.

(2) XII 2146 and 2147 (AD 483-485) are contracts of lease, addressed to Sarapodoros and
Eucharistia. XII 2185 (AD 512), directed to Sarapodoros' heirs, is an acknowledgment of
debt by a farmer, who owes the heirs rent for land. Apparently, Sarapodoros possessed a plot
of land by his own, besides those held jointly with his sister.

Between ca. 440 and 450 AD, Taurinos I paid taxes in the name of Sarapodoros. There
clearly was a business connection between Sarapodoros and his sister on one side and
Taurinos on the other. Taurinos I acquired land from Sarapodoros and his sister and this
business was continued by Taurinos' son and grandson. This explains why documents of
Sarapodoros and Eucharistia (contracts of sale and lease), dating to some 40 years after the
tax payments, eventually ended up in the archive.

b) Kyra

Most documents concerning Aurelia Kyra alias Eustorgia, daughter of Abraamios, are
contracts of lease (XII 2149; 2186; XVII 2683 (= SB XIV 11373); SB V 7519). XII 2186,
XVII 2683 and SB V 7519 are not part of the archive of the notary Pinoution, pace
Montevecchi16.
Kyra too, who is called eujgenestavth, like Eucharistia, has a link with Taurinos' family. In
AD 470, she leases out 3 ar. of land (XII 2149). The rent is exactly the same as that required
for a plot leased out by Taurinos II, later in AD 494 and 498 (XII 2172). This plot is situated
in the same place as that belonging to Kyra and is part of a large estate of 31 ar. We presume
that the original 3 ar. belonging to Kyra, were sold to Taurinos' family and became part of a
georgeion of 31 ar. in joined property of Taurinos II and his nieces. This may explain why
Kyra's papers were found together with the archive of Taurinos.
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that the original 3 ar. belonging to Kyra, were sold to Taurinos' family and became part of a
georgeion of 31 ar. in joined property of Taurinos II and his nieces. This may explain why
Kyra's papers were found together with the archive of Taurinos.

The archive of Taurinos contains papers of three families. If these were linked to each other
by marriage - of which there is no positive proof, however - they formed a single family
archive of four generations. The literary texts may have been part of the library of one of the
families. This is certainly an upper class, landowning family of the Hermupolite nome, but
no great magnates17.

Appendices Fig. 1: Stemma of the three families

a) Family of Taurinos

         Plousammon

            Taurinos I

Johannes I                     Phoibammon       x      Maria

Taurinos II  Sarapion   [Eudo]xia?  Theodora   Theodosia     Taurinos?18

Johannes II

b) Family of Sarapodoros and Eucharistia                                c) Family of Aurelia Kyra

             Theodoros ?

         ?      x     Theonilla

            Hermogenes                                                                                      Abraamios

Sarapodoros           Eucharistia        Theodoros?                        Aurelia Kyra = Eustorgia

                                                  
1 Cf. BGU XII 2137-2186 passim.
2 The numbers in bold refer to the volume and number in BGU.
3 XII 2171 is a receipt for payment of  annona militaris and canonica; XVII 2677 is a list of names recording, among
others, the names of Johannes (l.1) and his son Taurinos (l.2).
4 MAEHLER 1974, p.XXV.
5 Cf. O. HO R N I C K E L, Ehren- und Rangprädikate in den Papyrusurkunden: ein Beitrag zum römischen und
byzantinischen Titelwesen, Giessen, 1930, p.13.
6 KEENAN 1994, pp.448-449.
7 J. BANAJI, Agrarian Change in Late Antiquity: Gold, Labour, and Aristocratic Dominance, Oxford, 2002, p.121.
8 MAEHLER 1974, pp.XXIII-XXIV.
9 KEENAN 1994, p.449.
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10 J. BANAJI, op.cit., p.123.
11 Cf. MAEHLER 1998, pp.85-86.
12 Cf. PALME 1994, pp.44-48.
13 With Palme 1994, we identify Flavius Sarapodoros in the Vienna collection, with Sarapodoros in this archive,
although the former is not attested as son of Hermogenes nor as brother of Eucharistia and although the latter is called
"Aurelius" in AD 483 (XII 2156). J. BANAJI, op.cit., p.121, on the other hand, thinks they are related, but different. But
then again he is wrong when saying that "44 years" have gone by between the documents of Flavius Sarapodoros in the
collection of Wien, and the documents mentioning Sarapodoros son of Hermogenes. The latter first appears ca. AD
442/3 (cf. XII 2145), and not, as Banaji thinks, in AD 483 (cf. XII 2156).
14 J. GASCOU, Les codices documentaires égyptiens, in A. BLANCHARD (ed.), Les débuts du codex (Bbliologia 9),
Turnhout, 1989, p.84, nr.2; PALME 1994, pp.57-58.
15 PALME 1994, p.57.
16 O. MONTEVECCHI, La papirologia, Milan, 1988, p.578, nr.37.
17 KEENAN 1994, p.449.
18 Cf. P.Bingen 138, 7.


